LINK-IT®
CONTROL WITHIN REACH
The Link-It® Mounting System is universal, expandable, and is designed and tested to stay in place. With its wide range of connecting components and modules, the positioning of a joystick or switch has never been easier. Headrest, armrest, knee or backrest – an input device can now be mounted wherever the client has best access to it. Link-It is always adjustable, always repositionable.

Just a few examples of the ways you can Link-It...
OVERWHELMED BY THE POSSIBILITIES?

If you order Link-It on a QUICKIE® Q700 or Q500 power chair, just indicate where you want your switches located, and QUICKIE® will set it up on-chair for you!

When ordering a QUICKIE® Q700 or Q500 power chair, select the SWITCH-IT™ specialty controls or switches you need, on the order form. Choose where you want each switch located, and we will use Link-It to mount it exactly where you need it. All you have to do is the final fitting.
HOW LINK-IT WORKS

Link-It is easily adjustable and customizable in the field.

The Link-It modules and tubes can be combined in nearly limitless configurations, bringing any switch easily within reach.

We make it easy by offering a variety of different tube lengths that can be ordered to length or cut to length in the field.

The unique Link-It design allows virtually any angle, location, or orientation to be achieved. Whatever your client desires, just Link-It.